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Compound Lenses



Compound Lenses

Effective power of a compound lens depends not only on 
the two individual lenses, but the distance between them.

Identical lenses, spaced for long focal length

Identical lenses, spaced for short focal length



Power of a Compound Lens

In general:

For lenses very close (d →0):

For f2 →∞



Examples of Compound Lenses

d=0:

• Contact lenses (in eye)

• Doublet / triplet lens in refractors (for chromatic aberration)

NB: Human lens changes curvature mechanically — but this is rare!



Zoom Lens

Changing d changes focal length!

Changing separation changes focal length!



Total focal length depends not just on lenses’ individual focal lengths, but 
their separation…

So this is how we can make a zoom lens!

Not used very much in astronomy — too complex optically and 
mechanically.



Changing the Secondary Element

Some telescopes allow the secondary to be swapped, giving a 
variable focal length (and thus variable magnification) —  

essentially a zoom, but at discrete levels.

f1

f1 f2’

f2



Nearly all telescopes use a compound optical system.

This can make the telescope much shorter than the 
focal length. This is in addition to folding of the optical 
path in a refractor.



Compound Lenses Summary

Most telescopes use a handful of compound lenses

• For correcting aberrations

• For shortening the telescope length (because we 
can arrange it so that d < f)

• For providing variable magnification (‘image scale’ 
or ‘plate scale’, arcseconds per mm)



Focal Plane Scale

Q: At the focal plane, how big is the image that forms?

Telescope



Image Scale

f
θ
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Image scale on focal plane (screen, film, digital detector):
 

θ/y = 1/f [in radians per mm, for f in mm]
Or, doing simple unit conversion,

206265/f [in arcsec per mm, for f in mm]

y

If you know the angular size of something, this tells you the physical size the image will be at the focal plane.

For a telescope of fixed size, image scale is the main difference between 
fast (low-f = wide angle) and slow (high-f = high magnification) designs.



“But if the point of astronomy is to see distant objects, 
why don’t we always want the highest magnification?”

For a telescope of fixed size, image scale is the main difference between 
fast (low-f = wide angle) and slow (high-f = high magnification) designs.

The Earth’s atmosphere causes images to shake. This 
limits the resolution of a telescope to worse than the 
theoretical diffraction limit.



Effect of Atmosphere
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In air, 1° change in T causes 10-6 change in n at 500 nm.
(Effect at radio wavelengths is much less.) 



Largest contributor to poor seeing is turbulence



Atmospheric Seeing
The ‘seeing’ is the typical angular displacement (or shaking) due to the 
atmosphere.

Seeing depends on weather, elevation, temperature, etc.

In most cases, you cannot see at finer resolution than the seeing limit. 

Site Typical Seeing

Mumbai, India
Low elevation, hot, humid 10”

Sutherland
Cool, windy, some humidity 2.5”

Chilean Mountains
Cold, stable, dry 0.5”

Low-Earth Orbit
No atmosphere! 0”

HST diffraction limit: 0.05”



Atmospheric Limits
Seeing on Earth is rarely better than 0.5”.

Large telescopes in general collect more photons than small 
ones, but their intrinsic angular resolution is not higher!



Large Telescopes
Even if large telescopes don’t give finer resolution, 
there are plenty of reasons to want the ‘light bucket’ of 
photons provided by a large telescope:

• Spectroscopy (e.g., SALT)

• High SNR (signal-to-noise) for measuring 
brightness of exoplanet transits

• Mapping the sky quickly

• Studying large angular-size objects (Milky Way, 
nearby star clusters, quickly moving targets, etc.)

And so on…



Lecture:             Tuesday
Exam Revision:   Tutorial, Tuesday 24-March (normal time)
Quarter exam:   Wednesday 25-March (normal time)

Practical:            Thursday, weather pending

Week schedule



PHY300 Quarter 1 Exam 
25 March 2015

Things you should know. All of this is in the assigned Chromey chapters (1, 3, 5, 6) 

• Celestial navigation: Altitude, Azimuth, Right Ascension, Declination, Zenith, Meridian

• Sidereal vs. Solar time

• Distance scales: AU, light years, parsecs

• Parallax

• Angular size

• Angular resolution

• Magnitude system

• Thermal balance

• Black body radiation; luminosity; 1/r2 law

• Pinholes vs. lenses

• Index of refraction; Snell’s law

• Focal lengths, focal ratio

• The lens equation

• How to raytrace simple optical designs

• Differences between refractors and reflectors

• Modern vs. historic telescopes: broad differences

• Familiarity with the different types of aberrations and what they affect

• Image scale;  compound lenses

• Basic familiarity with the objects we saw at practical (Orion nebula, Jewel Box cluster, Jupiter and satellites, Hyades cluster, 
Moon)

• Telescope mounts: Equatorial (aka polar) vs. Alt-Az mounts

• Telescope designs: Galilean, Newtonian, Cassegrain

• Broad familiarity with differences between radio and optical

For all of these things you should be able to discuss them intelligently, and work a few basic problems with them. Where we have 
talked about them quantitatively in class, you should be able to work with them quantitatively as well, to a similar level as we’ve 
done in class or in the previous PSs.


